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About a decade ago, George Ritzer coined the term “McDonaldization” to refer to a set
of organizational principles—including efficiency, uniformity, predictability, and control—
that play an important part in today’s society. Here, he describes the way McDonald’s
and similar organizations control not just their workers, but also their customers.

In recent years the spread of McDonaldized sys-
tems has led to the creation of an enormous num-
ber of jobs. Unfortunately, the majority of them
can be thought of as McDonaldized jobs, or
“McJobs.” While we usually associate these types
of positions with fast-food restaurants, and in fact
there are many such jobs in that setting (over 2.5
million people worked in that industry in the
United States in 1992 [Van Giezen, 1994]), McJobs
have spread throughout much of the economy with
the growing impact of McDonaldization on work
settings which had previously experienced rela-
tively little rationalization.

It is worth outlining some of the basic reali-
ties of employment in the fast-food industry in
the United States since those jobs serve as a model
for employment in other McDonaldized settings
(Van Giezen, 1994). The large number of people
employed in fast-food restaurants accounts for
over 40 percent of the approximately six million
people employed in restaurants of all types.

GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Fast-food restaurants rely heavily on teenage
employees—almost 70 percent of their employ-
ees are twenty years of age or younger. For
many, the fast-food restaurant is likely to be
their first employer. It is estimated that the first
job for one of every fifteen workers was at Mc-
Donald’s; one of every eight Americans has
worked at McDonald’s at some time in his or her
life. The vast majority of employees are part-
time workers: The average work week in the
fast-food industry is 29.5 hours. There is a high
turnover rate: Only slightly more than half the
employees remain on the job for a year or more.
Minorities are overrepresented in these jobs—
almost two-thirds of employees are women and
nearly a quarter are non-white. These are low-paid
occupations, with many earning the minimum
wage, or slightly more. As a result, these jobs are
greatly affected by changes in the minimum
wage: An upward revision has an important ef-
fect on the income of these workers. However,
there is a real danger that many workers would
lose their positions as a result of such increases,
especially in economically marginal fast-food
restaurants.1

Source: From The McDonaldization Thesis: Explorations and
Extensions, by George Ritzer, pp. 59–65, 68. Copyright ©
1998 Sage Publications. Reprinted with permission.
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Although the McDonaldization of society is
manifest at all levels and in all realms of the so-
cial world, the work world has played a particu-
larly pivotal role in this. On the one hand, it is
the main source of many of the precursors of
McDonaldization, including bureaucracies, scien-
tific management, assembly lines, and so on. More
contemporaneously, the kinds of jobs, work pro-
cedures, and organizing principles that have
made McDonald’s so successful have affected the
way in which many businesses now organize
much of their work. In fact, it could well be ar-
gued that the primary root of the McDonaldiza-
tion of the larger society is the work world. On
the other hand, the McDonaldization of the larger
society has, in turn, served to further rationalize
the work world. We thus have a self-reinforcing
and enriching process that is speeding the growth
and spread of McDonaldization.

The process of McDonaldization is leading to
the creation of more and more McJobs.2 The ser-
vice sector, especially at its lower end, is producing
an enormous number of jobs, most of them requir-
ing little or no skill. There is no better example of
this than the mountain of jobs being produced by
the fast-food industry. However, new occupational
creation is not the only source of McJobs: Many
extant low-level jobs are being McDonaldized.
More strikingly, large numbers of middle-level jobs
are also being deskilled and transformed into
McJobs.

McJobs are characterized by the five dimen-
sions of McDonaldization. The jobs tend to in-
volve a series of simple tasks in which the emphasis
is on performing each as efficiently as possible.
Second, the time associated with many of the tasks
is carefully calculated and the emphasis on the
quantity of time a task should take tends to dimin-
ish the quality of the work from the point of view
of the worker. That is, tasks are so simplified and
streamlined that they provide little or no meaning
to the worker. Third, the work is predictable: em-
ployees do and say essentially the same things hour
after hour, day after day. Fourth, many nonhuman
technologies are employed to control workers and
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reduce them to robotlike actions. Some technolo-
gies are in place, and others are in development,
that will lead to the eventual replacement of many
of these “human robots” with computerized robots.
Finally, the rationalized McJobs lead to a variety of
irrationalities, especially the dehumanization of
work. The result is the extraordinarily high turnover
rate described above and difficulty in maintaining
an adequate supply of replacements.3

The claim is usually made by spokespeople for
McDonaldized systems that they are offering a
large number of entry-level positions that help give
employees basic skills they will need in order to
move up the occupational ladder within such sys-
tems (and many of them do). This is likely to be
true in the instances in which the middle-level jobs
to which they move—for example, shift leader, as-
sistant manager, or manager of a fast-food
restaurant—are also routinized and scripted. In
fact, it turns out that this even holds for the posi-
tions held by the routinized and scripted instructors
at [McDonald’s training program at] Hamburger
University who teach the managers, who teach the
employees, and so on. However, the skills acquired
in McJobs are not likely to prepare one for, help
one to acquire, or help one to function well in, the
far more desirable postindustrial occupations which
are highly complex and require high levels of skill
and education. Experience in routinized actions
and scripted interactions do not help much when
occupations require thought and creativity. . . .

At the cultural level, large numbers of people
in the United States, and increasingly throughout
much of the rest of the world, have come to value
McDonaldization in general, as well as its funda-
mental characteristics. McDonaldization, as well
as its various principles, has become part of our
value system. That value system has, in turn,
been translated into a series of principles that
have been exported to, adopted by, and adapted
to, a wide range of social settings. . . .

. . .For example, the behavior of customers at
fast-food restaurants is being affected in much
the same way as the behavior of those who work
in those restaurants. . . .
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The constraints on the behavior of employees
and customers in McDonaldized systems are of
both a structural and a cultural nature. Employees
and customers find themselves in a variety of
McDonaldized structures that demand that they be-
have in accord with the dictates of those structures.
For example, the drive-through window associated
with the fast-food restaurant (as well as other set-
tings such as banks) structures both what cus-
tomers in their cars and employees in their booths
can and cannot do. They can efficiently exchange
money for food, but their positions (in a car and a
booth) and the press of other cars in the queue
make any kind of personal interaction virtually im-
possible. Of course, many other kinds of behavior
are either made possible, or prohibited, by such
structures. In Giddens’s (1984) terms, such struc-
tures are both enabling and constraining.

At a cultural level, both employees and cus-
tomers are socialized into, and have internalized,
the norms and values of working and living in a
McDonaldized society. Employees are trained by
managers or owners who are likely, themselves, to
have been trained at an institution like McDonald’s
Hamburger University (Schaaf, 1994). Such insti-
tutions are as much concerned with inculcating
norms and values as they are with the teaching of
basic skills. For their part, customers are not re-
quired to attend Hamburger University, but they
are “trained” by the employees themselves, by tele-
vision advertisements, and by their own children
who are often diligent students, teachers, and en-
forcers of the McDonald’s way. This “training,”
like that of those employees who attend Ham-
burger University, is oriented not only to teaching
the “skills” required to be a customer at a fast-food
restaurant (e.g., how to queue up in order to order
food), but also the norms and values of such set-
tings as they apply to customers (e.g., customers
are expected to dispose of their own debris; they
are not expected to linger after eating). As a result
of such formal and informal training, both em-
ployees and customers can be relied on to do what
they are supposed to, and what is expected of them,
with little or no personal supervision. . . .

. . . McJobs are not simply the deskilled jobs
of our industrial past in new settings; they are
jobs that have a variety of new and distinctive
characteristics. . . . Industrial and McDonaldized
jobs both tend to be highly routinized in terms of
what people do on the job. However, one of the
things that is distinctive about McDonaldized
jobs, especially since so many of them involve
work that requires interaction and communica-
tion, especially with consumers, is that what peo-
ple say on the job is also highly routinized. To
put this another way, McDonaldized jobs are
tightly scripted: They are characterized by both
routinized actions (for example, the way McDon-
ald’s hamburgers are to be put down on the grill
and flipped [Love, 1986: 141–2]) and scripted in-
teractions (examples include “May I help you?”;
“Would you like a dessert to go with your meal?”;
“Have a nice day!”). Scripts are crucial because,
as Leidner (1993) points out, many of the workers
in McDonaldized systems are interactive service
workers. This means that they not only produce
goods and provide services, but they often do so
in interaction with customers.

The scripting of interaction leads to new
depths in the deskilling of workers. Not only have
employee actions been deskilled; employees’
ability to speak and interact with customers is
now being limited and controlled. There are not
only scripts to handle general situations, but also
a range of subscripts to deal with a variety of
contingencies. Verbal and interactive skills are
being taken away from employees and built into
the scripts in much the same way that manual
skills were taken and built into various technolo-
gies. At one time distrusted in their ability to do
the right thing, workers now find themselves no
longer trusted to say the right thing. Once able to
create distinctive interactive styles, and to adjust
them to different circumstances, employees are
now asked to follow scripts as mindlessly as
possible. . . .

One very important, but rarely noted, aspect of
the labor process in the fast-food restaurant and
other McDonaldized systems is the extent to which
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customers are being led, perhaps even almost
required, to perform a number of tasks without pay
that were formerly performed by paid employees.
For example, in the modern gasoline station the
driver now does various things for free (pumps
gas, cleans windows, checks oil, even pays through
a computerized credit card system built into the
pump) that were formerly done by paid attendants.
In these and many other settings, McDonaldiza-
tion has brought the customer into the labor pro-
cess: The customer is the laborer! This has several
advantages for employers, such as lower (even
nonexistent) labor costs, the need for fewer em-
ployees, and less trouble with personnel problems:
Customers are far less likely to complain about a
few seconds or minutes of tedious work than em-
ployees who devote a full work day to such tasks.
Because of its advantages, as well as because cus-
tomers are growing accustomed to and accepting
of it, I think customers are likely to become even
more involved in the labor process.

This is the most revolutionary development,
at least as far as the labor process is concerned,
associated with McDonaldization. As a result of
this dramatic change, the analysis of the labor
process must be extended to what customers do
in McDonaldized systems. The distinction be-
tween customer and employee is eroding, or in
postmodern terms “imploding,” and one can en-
vision more and more work settings in which
customers are asked to do an increasing amount
of “work.” More dramatically, it is also likely
that we will see more work settings in which
there are no employees at all! In such settings
customers, in interaction with nonhuman tech-
nologies, will do all of the human labor. A
widespread example is the ATM in which cus-
tomers (and the technology) do all of the work
formerly done by bank tellers. More strikingly,
we are beginning to see automated loan ma-
chines which dispense loans as high as $10,000
(Singletary, 1996). Again, customers and tech-
nologies do the work and, in the process, many
loan-officer positions are eliminated. Similarly,
the new automated gasoline pumps allow (or force)
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customers to do all of the required tasks; in some
cases and at certain times (late at night) no em-
ployees at all are present.

In a sense, a key to the success of McDonaldized
systems is that they have been able to supplement
the exploitation of employees with the exploita-
tion of customers. Lest we forget, Marx “put at
the heart of his sociology—as no other sociology
does—the theme of exploitation” (Worsley,
1982:115). In Marxian theory, the capitalists are
seen as simply paying workers less than the value
produced by the workers, and as keeping the rest
for themselves. This dynamic continues in contem-
porary society, but capitalists have learned that they
can ratchet up the level of exploitation not only by
exploiting workers more, but also by exploiting a
whole new group of people—consumers. In Marx-
ian terms, customers create value in the tasks they
perform for McDonaldized systems. And they are
not simply paid less than the value they produce,
they are paid nothing at all. In this way, cus-
tomers are exploited to an even greater degree
than workers. . . .

While no class within society is immune to
McDonaldization, the lower classes are the
most affected. They are the ones who are most
likely to go to McDonaldized schools, live in
inexpensive, mass-produced tract houses, and
work in McDonaldized jobs. Those in the upper
classes have much more of a chance of sending
their children to non-McDonaldized schools,
living in custom-built homes, and working in
occupations in which they impose McDonaldiza-
tion on others while avoiding it to a large de-
gree themselves.

Also related to the social class issue . . . is the
fact that the McDonaldization of a significant
portion of the labor force does not mean that all,
or even most, of the labor force is undergoing
this process. In fact, the McDonaldization of
some of the labor force is occurring at the same
time that another large segment is moving in a
postindustrial, that is, more highly skilled, direc-
tion (Hage & Powers, 1992). Being created in
this sector of society are relatively high-status,
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well-paid occupations requiring high levels of
education and training. In the main, these are far
from McJobs and lack most, or all, of the dimen-
sions discussed at the beginning of this [reading].
The growth of such postindustrial occupations
parallels the concern in the labor process litera-
ture with flexible specialization occurring side by
side with the deskilling of many other jobs. This
points to a bifurcation in the class system. In
spite of appearances, there is no contradiction
here; McDonaldization and postindustrialization
tend to occur in different sectors of the labor
market. However, the spread of McJobs leads us
to be dubious of the idea that we have moved into
a new postindustrial era and have left behind the
kind of deskilled jobs we associate with industrial
society.

CRITICAL-THINKING QUESTIONS

1. Describe ways in which McDonaldization is
evident in a number of familiar settings (not just
the workplace, but perhaps shopping malls and
even the college campus). What elements of Mc-
Donaldization can you find?
2. In what ways does a McDonaldized setting
control not just workers but customers as well?
Why do organizations want to control customers?
3. Why does McDonaldization seem to appeal to
many people? Do you think this process is good
for society as a whole or harmful? Why?

NOTES

This chapter combines a paper, “McJobs,” published in Rich
Feller and Garry Walz (eds.), Career Transitions in Turbulent
Times (Greensboro, N.C.: ERIC/CASS Publications, 1996)
and the Invited Plenary Address, International Labour Process
Conference, Blackpool, England, April, 1995.

1. Although a study by Katz and Krueger (1992) indi-
cates an employment increase accompanying a rise in the
minimum wage.

2. As we will see below, other kinds of high-status, high-
paying postindustrial occupations are also growing.

3. There are, of course, many other factors involved in
turnover.
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